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Abstract

Because of Article 15 of the constitution of the Republic of China： “The right to

live, the right to work, and the right to own property shall be guaranteed to the

people” and the chapter of Promotion of Employment in Physically and Mentally

Disabled Citizens Magna Carta, amended in 1997，the private and government were

taking account of disable people’s right to work and provide individualized

professional services. They also developed multi-employment placement projects and

then sheltered employment services arose.

Sheltered employment services are originated from Taiwan. Germany has

developed sheltered employment since 1960 and Hong Kong government has

commended private institutes to operate sheltered employment since 1990. While the

term “sheltered employment” didn’t appear in Taiwan’s regulations, related social

welfare institutions for the mental and physical disables has practiced job trainings

and there were sheltered mobile work teams. This essay is going to analyze the

conditions of sheltered employment services from the developmental context of

Taiwan sheltered employment.

Yu-Cheng Social Welfare Foundation has 10 years-experience of operating

sheltered employment workplaces. According to the input elements of four sheltered

employment units (Yu-Cheng Car Wash Center, Ji-Shian Sheltered Workshop, Tzu-Yu

Sheltered Workshop, Tzu-Hui Sheltered Workshop) owned by Yu-Cheng：production

management, marketing planning, R&D, finance management, we bring in elements

of operating sheltered workshop and review and suggestions for future operators of

sheltered employment.
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I. Preface

The definition of sheltered employment is assisting disables to work under

protective environment.

According to Article 34 of Physically and Mentally Disabled Citizens Magna

Carta, “the competent authorities in charge of labor shall, according to the results of

vocational evaluation, provide sheltered employment for the disabled with employed

willingness but insufficient work capability; they cant’ enter competitive workplaces

and need long-term employment support”. Article 3 of Measures Of The

Establishment And Allowances for the Employment Service Institutions for the

Disabled： “the definition of sheltered workshop in this measure is that the workplace

which provides sheltered employment for the disabled above 15 years old with

working willingness but insufficient work capability in order to promote their

vocational abilities; the workplaces include factories, stores, farms, workshop and so

on.

Visier（1988）classified European sheltered workshop models into four types: the

therapeutic model, the intermediate model, the mixed (dual) model and the wage

employment model. In Taiwan, before Physically and Mentally Disabled Citizens

Magna Carta was revised, sheltered workshop positioned in providing training

services and it is the therapeutic model. After revising the act, the position of sheltered

workshop is to provide employment placement and then it is the wage employment

model. In fact, the Labor Committee was shifting the position of sheltered workshop

as the therapeutic model to the wage employment model before revising the act; that

made the position of sheltered workshop as the therapeutic model shift to the wage

employment model.

In the 1980s, the United States started to advocate supportive employment

service and thought the disabled should back to the usual employment work-market

based on the spirits of “back in mainstream” and community enclosure, instead of

segregated in sheltered workshops (Chih-Chi Hsu). Then the U.S. stopped to establish

sheltered workshops and even closed them. The condition in Taiwan is very different

from in the U.S. Most business employers in Taiwan are uncertain of employing the

disabled. And it is the reason why supportive employment cannot be effective even it

has been developed for many years. Therefore in Taiwan, sheltered employment is
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another chance for the disabled employment placement except competitive

employment.

The essay would explore the present condition of sheltered employment by the

context of Taiwan sheltered employment development. It has been 13 years since

Yu-Cheng Social Welfare Foundation was established. It is almost 13 years while

Yu-Cheng sheltered employment services. Hopefully its developments and our

experiences would be references to the present or future sheltered workshop

operators.

I. Analysis Of Current Condition Of Sheltered Employment Service From The

Development Of Taiwan Sheltered Employment

Handicapped Welfare Act was enacted in 1980 and renamed as Physically and

Mentally Disabled Citizens Protection Act in 1997. In 2007, it was revised and again

renamed as Physically and Mentally Disabled Citizens Magna Carta. Each

amendment moves up the disabled citizens’ rights and also influences the direction of

sheltered employment services.

The following paragraphs are according to periods of amendments.

（一）1980 ~1997

Before 1990, Taiwan did not have sheltered employment service. Until 1990, the

first amendment of Handicapped Welfare Act enacted the regulation: there is a

certain proportion of hiring common employees; when the proportion is exceeded,

employers have to hire the disabled. Those who violate the regulation have pay

balance subsidy. County/city governments set up the handicapped welfare benefit

funds which are kept and used by the social welfare authored offices. The act also

claimed that all government departments shall set up, reward or subsidize

handicapped welfare sheltered workshop or store. In this period, sheltered

employment positioned in welfare. During this period, the sheltered employment

was provided by day-care center for the disabled adults or registered to social

welfare offices. The budgets were mainly from county/city government’s

handicapped welfare benefit funds.

Yu-Cheng Social Welfare Foundation was found in 1994. Our mission is to

provide the mental retarded life-long wonderful services and we believe that the
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mental retarded have the right to potential training. Based on the mission and belief,

our day-care centers have developed sheltered employment services such as cleaner

teams, used clothes recycling, OEM, restaurant, store and bakery. According to

client’s ability, we designed job items by job analysis and assistive devices. The

sheltered employment at the period was the therapeutic model, stressing service

providence and job training. The relationship between our centers and the sheltered

workers is the service provider and the adopter.

（二）1997 ~2007

In 1997, Handicapped Welfare Act was corrected and renamed as Physically and

Mentally Disabled Citizens Protection Act and sheltered employment service and

sheltered workshop became the legal service items. It also claimed that social welfare

offices, labor offices and health offices can establish or reward the establishment of

sheltered workshops. According to the new regulation, the labor authored offices were

stipulated the authored offices in charged of the employment funds for the disabled

(handicapped welfare benefit funds). The labor offices of each county/city drew up

relative measures since 1997. Yu-Cheng was entrusted by the labor office of Taipei

City Government, establishing Yu-Cheng Car Wash Center. From the beginning, the

center positioned as the wage employment model and provided three forth sheltered

employment opportunity for disabled people. Therefore, the operation of car wash

center is very different from other sheltered employment. Its operation is close to

social enterprise model.

In 2002, Labor Committee of Executive Yuan proclaimed “Norms for Physically

and Mentally Disabled Sheltered Workshop Establishment and Employee Placement”

and “Measures for Physically and Mentally Disabled Sheltered Workshop

Establishment and Rewards”. The sheltered workshops registered in labor offices

were set up at this period. Although the regulation encourages enterprises to establish

sheltered workshops, the sheltered workshop services in Taiwan are provided by NPO

while there is no incentive. The regulation does not enforce sheltered employment

providers to register, and thus, the sheltered workshops in Taiwan reply on projects.

According to Labor Committee’s statistics in 2006, 11 of 128 subsidy projects are

sheltered workshops.

In 2003, we were entrusted by labor office of Taipei County Government to

operate Ji-Shian Sheltered Workshop which was the first registered sheltered
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workshop. Then we were entrusted to operate Tzu-Yu Sheltered Workshop and

Tzu-Hui Sheltered Workshop. At this moment, the position of sheltered workshop as

the therapeutic model became the mixed (dual) model. After two-year occupation

trainings, the identity of sheltered worker as a student became an employee.

（二）July 2007~Presnet

In July 2007, Physically and Mentally Disabled Citizens Protection Act was

revised and renamed as Physically and Mentally Disabled Citizens Magna Carta

which stipulates that sheltered employment and sheltered workshop belong to labor

offices. The position of sheltered workshop as service provider or job trainer became

employment placement.

In this definition, our day-care centers would not apply for the sheltered

employment services. The day-care centers returned to occupation cultivation and job

trainings. The three sheltered workshops, Ji-Shian, Tzu-Yu and Tzu-Hui, are shifting

from the mixed model to the wage employment model.

I. Analysis of elements of operating sheltered workshop

The elements of operating sheltered workshop would be analyzed in the

following paragraphs according to the input elements of four sheltered employment

units (Yu-Cheng Car Wash Center, Ji-Shian Sheltered Workshop, Tzu-Yu Sheltered

Workshop, Tzu-Hui Sheltered Workshop) owned by Yu-Cheng：production

management, marketing planning, R&D, finance management.

The chart below is brief introduction for readers’ better understanding of these

four sheltered employment units.

Name Time of

Establishment

Ownership Service

Model

Occupational

Types

Service

Quantity/Type

of Disabled

Yu-Cheng

Car Wash

Center

1998 Rented from

Government

The Wage

Employment

Model

Car Wash，

Car Polish

30 persons/

Various

Disabled

Types

Ji-Shian

Sheltered

Workshop

2003 Public-Owned

But Operated

By Private

Mixed

Model

Healthy

Food

40persons/

Various

Disabled
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Types

Tzu-Yu

Sheltered

Workshop

2005 Public-Owned

But Operated

By Private

Mixed

Model

Bakery 40 persons/

Various

Disabled

Types

Tzu-Hui

Sheltered

Workshop

2005 Public-Owned

But Operated

By Private

Mixed

Model

Print 50 persons

Various

Disabled

Types

（一）Production Plan

1.Production Selection

There are two considerations about the workshop products: the market scale

must be considered and the probability of employment for the disabled especially for

the MR. Then the two proposes: operation of workshop and assisting the disabled

employment training will be well functioned. Whether car wash service, healthy food,

package, bakery or print service, these two proposes shall be deliberated.

2. Product Design

   To improve product competency, Ji-Shian Sheltered Workshop created the

brand—Joy Food and registered in Intellectual Property Office. Besides, gift boxes

and packages are designed by professional commercial designers in order to deal with

its specific feature in market. Technicians would design product items according to

seasons, festivals, customer’s preferences, and volatility of consumer prices.

3. Production Management

    Considering of free access for the disabled sheltered employees, workshop

buildings install barrier-free environment, safety-designed equipments, assistant

devices and plan working process. Therefore, instead of precision or automatic

production machines, Y-Cheng uses facilities for the disabled or semi-automatic

production machines and assists more disabled people gaining employment through

work procedure segmentation and worker increment.

   Moreover, market competency such as production process management, quality

control and public hygiene and safety shall be also taken into account. Therefore,
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workshop needs to arrange production items, quantity, and working procedure and

input resources according to the market needs. By procedure controlling, workshop

can satisfy clients’ demands in time. However, it is unavoidable that sometimes

profession needs to work overtime and assist the disabled in production and

sometimes workshop doesn’t get any purchase order. Meanwhile, the communication

between operation workers and profession becomes very important.

（二）Marketing Planning

1. Marketing Channel

    The marketing channel will change with targeted customers. Yu-Cheng Car Wash

Center is located under Jianguo Viaduct and its customers are companies and

people with cars. Marketing channels target at car service centers, car companies,

company’s employees and community. The main products of Ji-Shian Sheltered

Workshop are healthy foods and its channels focus on environmental protection

groups, religious groups, organic food shop and people regarding health highly.

“Measures of Priority Procurement of Products and Services from Institutions or

Groups for the Disabled”, proclaimed by Ministry of the Interior in 2005, defines that

government departments shall spend 5% of procurement amount on purchasing

products or services from the social welfare institutes or groups. This does a great

favor for sheltered workshop operations. Take bakery and print, the two critical

competitive industries for examples. Government departments are Tzu-Yu Sheltered

Workshop’s and Tzu-Hui Sheltered Workshop’s main channels.

2. Marketing Methods

    It is very tough to start operating sheltered workshop: on one hand, it is

necessary to advertise the sheltered workshop; on the other hand, the workshop has

to build up customer’s confidence in products. Customer visiting is necessary and

sales promotions are also the marketing methods used by the workshops. For

example: Car Wash Center emits coupons and anniversary discount; Tzu-Yu

Sheltered Workshop uses pro-order discount and Ji-Shian attracts their customers

by discount for large quantity purchase and free shipping.

    Besides, the marketing methods such as DM, E-MAIL, marketing, Internet

advertising, lectures for health are adopted by the workshops. In 2006, we allowed
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schools and groups to visit our workshops and let them realize the deep meaning of

sheltered employment. By the event, we accidentally found that it is a good marketing

method.

（三）HR Management

1. HR Recruitment

    Considering workshop operation and services providence, the workshop selects

employees by different needs. Recruit persons with industry management ability as

directors, persons with product techniques as technical coaches, persons with

marketing profession as marketing staff; in service perspective, we recruit people

with social work profession or special education or mental rehabilitation or medical

rehabilitation as our job consolers and case managers.

2. HR Management

    Professions management follows the employee’s work rules made by Yu-Cheng

and sheltered workers management made work norms by attributions of job. After

physically and Mentally Disabled Citizens Magna Carta was approved, sheltered

worker’s identity of service adopter would shift to employee. The HR management

rules would be also revised.

（四）Research Development

The market competition is very crucial, and thus we have to research and

develop new products to maintain our competency. Technical coaches play important

roles in product R&D: new products have to be accepted by the market; cost and

production capability shall also be considered. Ji-Shian and Tzu-Yu had experienced

that the product with costumer’s satisfaction but failed at sales or the product with

costumer’s satisfaction and success in market but without ability to mass production.

A research and development need to have resources input and this is our predicament

that our limited resources can’t support to develop variety of products.

（五）Finance Management

    Each of our workshops has a casher and an accountant in charge of its finance

management. We registered as profit operation in Revenue Service Office and applied

to issuing uniform-invoice to our customers. Each workshop, at the beginning of
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being established, was in the loss condition, and needed the foundation to raise funds

to subsidize. Approximately it took three years to break even.

II. Conclusion

The development of sheltered employment is coincident with government’s policy.

The mission of NPO is to provide services to service adopters. However, NPO usually

has insufficient resources; hence government would make policy to conduct resources

to NPO. The development of sheltered employment is the best example. The epitome

of development of Taiwan’s sheltered employment can be seen from the development

of Yu-Cheng’s sheltered employment: sheltered employment service providence

job trainings based on building up work skills employment

placement.

For the current development, there are different voices whether good or bad in

the academic or in the filed of social welfare. We will leave it to the future and let the

history to comment it. From the practical perspective, the suggestions for the future

development of sheltered employment are providing as below:

（一）Assist sheltered workshop developing its operation ability: whether

transition of sheltered workshop or establishment of new sheltered

workshop, the government shall conduct enterprise’s resources into

sheltered workshops and help them in operation planning, operation skills

and marketing planning.

（二）Change the current subsidy mechanism: the current subsidy mechanism

can’t completely help the production equipment placement. Due to the

inadequate production equipment, it is difficult to be competitive.

（三）Develop supported employment: for those who have working abilities

and are willing to work but can’t enter sheltered workshops nor

competitive employment, the government can use the resources of

sheltered workshops to develop supported employment; make sheltered

workshops the workplaces which serve occupation imitation and ability

enforcement and assist transiting the disabled to sheltered employment or

competitive employment.


